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THE LATTICE OF VARIETIES OF SYMMETRIC IDEMPOTENT ENTROPIC GROUPOIDS
Consider the following set of the axioms for a set G with a binary operation * .
(S)
(x»y)*y * x (Symmetry) (I) x*x = x (Idempotence)
(E) (x.y)»(z»t) =(x»a).(y«t). (Bntropicity)
An algebra (G,<) satisfying all these axioms will be oalled an SIE-groupoid.
Such groupoids were investigated in many papers. For example in [2] more general algebras so oalled quandles were considered that have been used to characterization of knots, in [4] in conneotion with symmetrio spaces, in [5] and [6] with reference to groups that are generated by involutions and in [7] as an example of so oalled modes. Entropic groupoids were investigated in [1] , where they were called medial.
The aim of this paper is to describe the lattice of all subvarieties of the variety SIE of all SIE-groupoids. The paper is organized as follows. After some elementary properties of SIE-groupoids presented in Section 1, we describe identities in two variables satisfied in SIE-groupoids in
This paper is based on the lecture presented at the Conference on Universal Algebra held at the Technical University of Warsaw (Wilga), May 22-25, 1986. Section 2. Then we give a standard form for words in the free SIB-groupoid on a finite set. In Section 4 we investigate identities in n variables satisfied in the variety SIS. We prove that every such identity is equivalent to some identity on two variables* The results of Sections 3 and 4 enable us to describe the lattice of all aubvarieties of SIB in Section 5.
Preliminaries
We give here some basic properties of SIE-groupoids. In the sequel we write xy for x»y. We also use the following convention Remark. By (iii) each SIE-groupoid word can be represented in a left associated form.
Proof. (i) . By the distributive, entropic and symmetry laws xyzt = xyt*zt = (xt»yt)*zt = (xt«z)tyt.tj = xtzy.
(ii). It follows from (i) because every permutation is a composition of transpositions.
(iii). The proof goes by induction on n. The case n = 1 is •bvious. For n = 2, xy2y^y2 * by symmetry and distributivity. How assume that (iii) holds for every natural number less than or equal to n. Then ty the first part of the proof and the induction hypothesis *-7r..yn+1 -x -(?r..yn)'jn+1 -^n+l^r-^n^nfl = = xy n+1 7 n"* 3 '2 y 1 y 2"* 3r n y n+1* D The operation of an Sli-groupoid may be geometrically interpreted as a reflection on the real line R (see [7] ). For G -R and xy := 2y-x, (R,0 is an SIS-groupoid and xy is the reflection of x in y.
Sxamp-le 1.5. More general the set R b with (i1 ,...,inMj1 ,...,3n) (2a1-i1,...,2Jh-in) is an SIB-grou-• poid for every neK and (Z n ,») where Z is the set of all integers, is a eubgroupoid of (R n ,»). The: (G, is an SIE-groupoid.
Identities in two variables
The aim of this section is to describe identities in two variables satisfied in the variety SIB.
The free SiE-groupoid F(x,y) on two generators x and y was desoribed by Lindner, Mendelsohn in [3] and by Romanowska, Smith in [7] . It is isomorphic to the SIB-groupoid (Z,*), Then by distributivity and idempotency
and sinoe by Proposition 1.3,
it follows that The second equality is proved similarly; it is also a consequence of the first one and Lemma 2.3(i) below. Lemma 2.3 [3] . Let r and a be integers. Then the identities ^ w r w 3 = w -r+2s' UD -w r+1 (y,s)
hold in SIS.
• The next two obvious consequences of Lemma 2.3 will be used several times. First note that by the proof of Proposition 2.6, if w fl = w Q is satisfied in a variety of SIB-groupoids then = and henoe * w Q is satisfied as well for every i in Z. Let r t s be natural numbers, k * GCD(n,k)r and n = * GCD(n,k)s. Now asstuae that an SIB-groupoid G satisfias the = w 0 , i.e. G is in V n n Y k .
Conversely let an SH-groupoii C satisfy identities w k = w o and w n = w o # sine * BCD(n,k) = an+bk for some integers
3. The standard form of words in tha free SIE-groupoids The purpose of this section is to describe the standard for« of words in the free SIK-groupoid F(x 0 ,...,x n ) on a+1 generators x 0 ,...,x n . Let Q n be the set of all sequences (k.|,...,k Q ) in Z n such that at aoBt one k^ is odd. It is easy to see that (Q n ,*) is a subgroupoid of (Z n ,*) from Bxample 1.f. How we define an infinite class of groupoid words in variables x Q ,...,x n that coincides with that given in Seotion 2 ia the case n » 1.
tisfies the identit w(2r 1 ,...,r ;j ,...,2r n ix 0 ,...,x n Proof.
Obviously the mapping h is surjective and by Lemma 3.7 it is a homomorphism. Now we profve that it is infective.'Let r = (2r.j,... ,r it ...,2r n ) and k* (2^,...,^, .,.,2k n ) be elements of Q q . Assume that w^ = w^. Substituting In general substituting xQ for all variables x 8 different from x p in this identity we get that the p-th coordinate of r is equal to the p-th coordinate of k. for hence r = k.
Identities in n+1 variables
The goal of this section ia. to describe identities in n+1 variables satisfied in SIS. ¿¡vary such identity has t'.ia form w r = w^ for some alem9nts r and k. of i» n . V, ' e shall prova that any such identity is equivalent to one identity in two variables. First we prove that the identity w p = w k is equivalent to w p = w 0 • x 0 for some j> in Q ft .
Pro p~~o sition 4.1. Let r and k be in Q n . Then the identity w p = w fc is equivalent to the identity w^ » w 0 for some p in Q n .
Proof. Let k = (k 1t ...,k n ) and r = (r 1 ,...,r n ) be elements of Q R . Since Moreover by Lemma 3*7 and because Wv. is eque£ to K i w(0,.....,,0|x Q ,...,x n ) the left side of the last identity is equal to w(r 1 .rg-kg,...,r n -k n j* 0 ,...,x n ). Now we consider two casest Similarly for every je{2,...,n} we can substitute x Q for all ^ ij and x for x^ in (4.2). In this way we obtain w 0 w k {x 0 ,xl -x 0 that is equivalent to w 2k (*"»*) " As consequenoes/of the identity (4.2) we get n identities in two variables w k (x 0 ,x) -x 0 , (4.3) 
Proof.
By Proposition 2.7 we have k= GCL(k1f...,kn).
The nain theorem
Using the results from the previous sections we her« prove the main theorem whioh characterizes the lattioe of all subvarieties of the variety SI6. Denote this lattice by L(SIS).
Let L be a lattice, We will denote by L + the lattioe L u{°°} in which the element .oo is greater than all elements of L. Let K denote the lattice of all natural numbers with respect to the partial order < ^ defined by k^jf n if and only if k divides n. Finally let Vr be the variety of SIB-groupoids satisfying the identity wr where r -(r.jra) is in Qn.
By Proposition 4.4« V_ = 7 n ... nV_ and consequently, -r 1 n by Proposition 4.5 we can easily get the following statement.
C o r o -1-1 a r y 5.1. 
